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All policy is faith-based and moral at its roots; it is philosophically unavoidable. Understanding its religious nature can aid policy makers in crafting coherent, stable and enduring U. S. policy.
RELIGIOUS ROOTS:
A PROLEGOMENON TO MORAL JUDGEMENT IN AMERICAN POLICY

Lex Orandi, Lex Credendi

—Prosper

This axiom, commonly attributed to Prosper of Aquitaine, literally translated is, "The law of prayer is the law of belief." Prosper was a 5th century theologian and disciple of Augustine. Taken in the liturgical context for which it was written, it means that how man worships dictates man’s beliefs; and though written for the undivided Christian church of his day, it has universal application. As the primum movens, religious belief affects everything we do, influencing ethics, values, and interests. Far from being an insulated field of study disconnected from all other disciplines, this belief is the cornerstone of public policy. Understanding the religious and ideological nature of policymaking, which is the thesis of this essay, is fundamental to developing strategically effective and enduring U.S. policy, both foreign and domestic. This is important because religion is an unavoidable, though often neglected, aspect of policy formulation, applying universally. Misunderstanding this point or reducing policy’s nature solely to values or interests can lead to ambiguous policy, or worse, undesirable political outcomes. Comprehending this fundamental relationship will help government policy makers make better informed, deliberate choices, which will in turn facilitate a more secure national security environment.
Philosophical Roots – All Policy Is Faith-Based

To understand this idea requires a philosophical approach. According to Daniel N. Robinson, a professor of philosophy at Georgetown University, the three central areas in the study of philosophy are, in order, the problem of knowledge (epistemology – “how do I know?”), the problem of conduct (ethics – “how do I live?”), and the problem of governance (political philosophy). In other words, in order to know how to govern, one must first struggle with the nature of what is fundamentally true and how to prove it, and then which right-versus-wrong decisions and behaviors naturally proceed from that belief system. Only once these first two conditions are met can one create a method of governance. It does not matter if a person has the intellectual capacity or has taken the time to ponder these progressive steps towards political philosophy; everyone who governs, does so through this manner. It also does not matter whether the method of ruling is discerned consciously or unconsciously, deliberately or ad hoc, collectively via consensus, or individually via coup. Without exception, all systems, including tyrannies, democracies, oligarchies, are manifestations of this process; it is philosophically unavoidable.

Two concepts are germane to this issue. First, religion, despite its usual connection with belief in a deity, has other connotations. Definitions include, “a cause, principle, or system of beliefs held to with ardor and faith,” and, “a set of beliefs concerning the cause, nature, and purpose of the universe, especially when considered as the creation of a superhuman agency or agencies, usually involving devotional and ritual observances, and often containing a moral code governing the conduct of human affairs.” The second is ideology. It can be defined as, “the body of doctrine, myth,
belief, etc., that guides and individual, social movement, institution, class, or large group…with reference to some political or social plan….” It is described variously as “an interrelated set of convictions or assumptions that reduces the complexities of a particular slice of reality to easily comprehensible terms…” and “a set of fixed ideas felt to be in fallible.”

Although both concepts often refer to different subjects, there is a degree of overlap in the definitions which is sometimes difficult to categorize, since certain belief systems oscillate between the two, such as Buddhism and secular humanism. In any case, for the purposes of this essay, the common denominator is belief. Can political philosophy rely on fact instead of belief? In many ways the answer is yes, but epistemologically, the answer is categorically no. This is due to a subset of epistemology called philosophical skepticism, which questions whether man can ever undeniably know anything. As in all forms of science, the question is an open one; philosophers from Rene Descartes, who when contemplating this problem famously reduced it to “Cogito ergo Sum,” to David Hume, who argued that all effects must have causes and that proving indubitably those beyond observation was impossible, have shown that reliably proving anything beyond doubt is, to date, impossible – hence the necessity of belief. All religious and ideological systems are faith-based, which does not mean there is no reasonable evidence; it means there is no proof.

Further, all belief systems (whether grounded in religion or ideology) contain ethical systems from which adherence to certain values develop. These allegiances between ethical systems and values, defined by some religiously, others ideologically, are foundational to everything we do. They are our right versus wrong, and our good
versus bad. They emanate sociologically from childhood, interrogatively manifested from toddlers in repetitive, formative questions like, “Daddy, is he good? Is that bad?” Once our ethical systems are established, they are subsequently reinforced by sociological rituals, customs, and norms, and depending on our environment, can be more or less exposed to challenge throughout life. The opening epigraph describes how this moral linkage, which cannot be separated from our social moorings, is traced to belief.

The concept of worship influencing belief might be unsettling, particularly for those who do not self-identify as religious. The understanding of *lex orandi* in its liturgical sense is more universal however; it could just as well mean, the law of non-prayer is the law of belief. The Greek word, *Λειτουργία*, from which “liturgy” is derived, in essence means what “people do,” and is associated with public service in the ancient Greek polis system. In essence, the opening epigraph simply means that how we live our lives and the rituals of daily life, including our role as citizens of the state, eventually influence our beliefs.¹¹

Sometimes educators, attempting to force students to re-evaluate facts outside of pre-conceived belief systems (usually at the beginning of a course), offer their pupils the technique of “suspending assumptions.”¹² The intent is to encourage students to examine issues from alternative viewpoints. While some use it nefariously as a veiled trick to undermine belief in one system or another, overall a willingness to look at facts from other viewpoints has some distinctly positive attributes, since there are many people in the world with a plethora of ways of understanding their environment. A problem arises, however, when the technique is used to arrive at some sort of neutral,
irreligious understanding. One can suspend judgment, but only temporally, never morally. Once a person makes a decision or takes a stance, it is done with the understanding that such a stance is what he or she deems morally and ethically right or good. Without such a decision, all one has is merely facts. Policy makers, lawmakers, judges, educators, leaders – people in general – can never arrive at an amoral, or, as some would define it, secular (in the sense of neutral or without a faith attachment) decision. They will always decide based on what they deem right or good; wrong or bad. This remains true whether a decision is trivial or consequential, regardless of how consciously the decision is made. All decisions are moral, some just more obviously than others.

This point relates to governance and specifically, policy, for policy is essentially a political decision. Policy resides within the realm of political philosophy as a derivative of governance. It is a course of action adopted and pursued by a government, ruler or political party. It is an official, values-infused, political statement of direction. An instructional textbook at the United States Army War College outlines in very general terms the developmental path of policy formulation. According to its rubric, the Strategy Formulation Model, national purpose, informed by enduring beliefs, ethics and values, generates national interests, which in turn lead to strategic vision and subsequently policy. This model complements Professor Robinson’s philosophical methodology stated previously. The consequences are wide-reaching, particularly for a government as powerful and influential as the United States. By nature relational, policy therefore articulates what governments think is morally important, how they will relate to their
citizenry and the rest of the world community, engendering trust or suspicion, and strongly influences law, budgets and international relations.

Policy unavoidably stems from religious or ideological belief. It is always values-based, and those values are always conceived morally or immorally (never amorally) from ethical systems based on religion or ideology. What about adherents of secularism? They might take issue with this assertion, maintaining that they do not feel particularly religious, but rather profess rationally-based reasoning grounded on facts. Many secular humanists would fall into this category. A branch of humanism\textsuperscript{17} estranged from its Christian counterpart, secular humanism straddles religious and ideological delineations, albeit non-theistically. Though the first “Humanist Manifesto,”\textsuperscript{18} a statement of beliefs outlining secular thought from prominent early 20\textsuperscript{th} century philosophers, Unitarian ministers, and members of academia, including John Dewey, is openly religious in tone, subsequent manifestos are incrementally less so.\textsuperscript{19} Regardless, even the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized their ideology as religious under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{20} The problem is inherently not what humanists (or anyone else) feel, however. Claiming emotional attachment to certain principles is immaterial. The intellectual point, as previously shown, is that science and philosophy cannot prove any belief system. Those who believe in atheistic systems can no more conclusively prove the absence of God than theists can prove the antithesis. Therefore, the moral and ethical decisions made by secular humanists are as faith-based as those made by any religious adherent. Philosophical proof in any system is lacking; all groups are limited to defending their principles with reasonable argument.
In short, policy is faith-based governmental intent. Additionally, all policy is religious and moral by nature; it is philosophically unavoidable. Despite appeals towards irreligion, even secular humanism has religious character—it blurs ideological and religious lines, has advocates who describe it as religious, is recognized as such constitutionally under specific free exercise conditions, is philosophically faith-based, and (most importantly for the purposes of this paper) adheres easily to both stated definitions of religion. Given that all policy therefore stems from faith-based, moral, religious decisions, what are the ramifications on the formulation and execution of policy? In order for U.S. policy makers to answer this question and steer future political decisions, they must first know how American policy has developed over time and where it has taken us in the landscape of ideas. Have the historical methods of evaluating U.S. public policy sufficiently equipped policy makers in their roles?

Methods of Evaluating Policy – Historically Scarce and Insufficient

Governments are faith-based institutions. The various expressions of governments and their policies show inherently what their founders and policy makers fundamentally believe. Indeed, James Madison wrote, “What is government itself but the greatest of all reflections on human nature?” Plato even stated that ideas are the realm of the real world, and proposed that philosopher kings, those who understand the philosophical nature of government, should be the ones to wield political power. It follows that those who understand the fundamental nature of policy would be in the best position to craft it. Given its importance, there should be an abundance of resources to prepare pundits in understanding religion’s important historical affiliation with U.S. policy, as well as how that policy might reflect and affect the religious composition of our
society. Political education should emphasize the exclusive nature of religion and what effect this might have on policy. Is this the case in our government, that is, are U. S. policy makers up to the task? If not, this could lead to undesirable outcomes in either policy stability or resilience. Furthermore, even if they are prepared, is religion simply too sophisticated or divisive a subject from which to understand policy, or should policy makers concentrate on less freighted, more traditional concepts, such as values and interests?

According to an article by three scholars associated with the Witherspoon Institute, modernist political theory presented to students of government over the last few decades did not adequately prepare the current cadre of elites who engage in policy and diplomacy. Leo Ribuffo describes the “connection between American religion and foreign relations” as a “little-studied subject.” When it does appear, it is sporadic; materializing in hermeneutically-sealed descriptions unrelated to the events surrounding them. Paul Boyer discounts “aggressive secular humanism” and “scholarly hostility to religion” as the underlying reasons for this, offering instead a subtler “misplaced fear of violating the separation of church and state,” secular politics and modernization. In any case, there is an incremental but definite trend in recent decades, particularly among the elite, and also directly proportional to the amount of education someone receives, away from Christianity, America’s most predominant religion, towards atheism or lack of religious identity. Moreover, American colleges are beginning to offer degrees in secular studies, to better understand the beliefs and ethics of “mushrooming of atheist and secular-humanist groups around the country.”
This trend is creating a concept which is difficult to quantify, a “pallid gospel of the American way – ‘very often a religiousness without religion, a religiousness with almost any kind of content or none.’”31 This tendency towards non-traditional religion carries with it a commensurate ideological shift towards post-modernism and relativism, which contain very different, secular ethical systems.32 Keeping in mind the link between religion and policy, without intentional measures to understand it, this can lead to unpredictable results within the policy formulation process. Without a solid grasp of religion, policy makers are left with a superficial understanding of any second or third order effects of the policies they institute; they are more liable to enact policies which have underlying religious premises that logically contradict, or which fundamentally conflict with those of other religious groups and nations.33 It is apparent from these illustrations that, despite its importance, there is a historical dearth of scholarly research connecting American religion and policy. Additionally, American religious demographics are changing, and collectively, the impact on policy formulation will be challenging.

In order to further comprehend the influence of religion on policy, it must be understood that all religions are exclusive; all ideologically compete for dominance, not neutrality or coexistence, and one of the methods of their influence is through policy (again, political philosophy to ethics to epistemology - how I govern influences others to act on what I ethically believe to be true). Moreover, battling ideologies tend to become physical battles when not solved in the minds of men, either directly, or more commonly, as they flesh themselves out in the form of law and policy.34

To amplify, while not every religion advocates open proselytizing, every religion implicitly asserts itself as truth, even if it explicitly asserts otherwise. As it comes into
contact with another form of belief, wherever principles differ, each form asserts itself over the other. This may be intuitive of more outwardly exclusive (ideologically) religions like Christianity, which asserts that Christ is the only truth. What about pluralistic religious belief, such as advocated by moral relativistic ethics within secular humanism? Outwardly it seems very accommodating and inclusive, epitomized by the prolific bumper sticker, “COEXIST.” It is a very popular form of religious thought, which “goes so far as to say that not only are all religions equally true, but they all say roughly the same thing,” usually summarized as the “golden rule.” By way of example, our nation’s chief policy maker, President Barack Obama, professes these influences on his policies through repeated interfaith public statements. Part of this outreach is due to his natural role as a leader of a religiously pluralistic society, but part is undoubtedly actual belief, due to his own professed influences growing up. While outwardly inclusive, religious pluralism is actually implicitly very exclusive; it asserts as truth that multiple, contradicting religious principles are somehow logically cohesive. Even if pressed to distill some of the more opposing principles, the resulting ideology is a form which asserts itself as truth, over Islam, Buddhism, etc. All religions exhibit this characteristic.

To say that one system acts peremptorily or prejudicially over others (not in the pejorative sense) while insinuating that another does not, particularly when debating policy initiatives, reveals an unexamined perspective. Attempts to merge systems with conflicting premises defy logic’s second law, the law of non-contradiction (A cannot equal non-A), and are failure-prone. This does not mean however, that individual premises and principles from competing ideologies cannot be extracted and combined into some new system—this is exactly what happens in worldviews. It also does not
mean that differing ideologies cannot coexist relatively peaceably for a time, as long as the various conditions in life which position one set of incompatible values against another have not convened to the point of conflict. It does mean, however, that there are elementary pitfalls to remain cognizant of when understanding policy outside of a religious or ideological lens, pitfalls which can remain latent, but which can lead to conflict over time. These ideological snares exist wherever underlying religious tenets contradict.

As demonstrated, exhaustive scholarly information on the religious-political connection within the United States is scarce, U.S. religious demographics are diverse and shifting, and each religion vies for influence over others in ways that can create pitfalls if not properly understood. This, in addition to the case for policy’s religious roots, should contend for a thoroughly religious understanding of policy, political history, policy makers, and their influences. But religion and the plethora of ideas that flow from its various forms are understandably difficult to grasp, not to mention contentious. Are there other, simpler rubrics for architects and students of policy to use which could facilitate the appropriate level of understanding? What about thinking in terms of worldviews or mental maps, values versus interests, or political theories such as realism and liberalism? Simpler constructs have advantages and disadvantages.

Worldviews, for instance, are complicated, muddled mixes of thought; lenses through which each individual is informed and judges the world. They are comprehensive conceptions or images of the universe and of humanity’s relation to it. If man were a god, he would create via his worldview. Worldviews are informed externally, but oftentimes the informing stimuli are themselves interpreted through
worldview. They are typically a smorgasbord of ideas; rare is the pure Kantian, untainted Calvinist, or uncorrupted modernist – and just like a successful culinary experiment offered on the menu to others, with enough influence, worldviews themselves can expand into new religions. Though not defended in this manner from inside (again, they purport to be truth), this is arguably what contributed to religions like Islam, Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormons and others.

If a person has a Christian worldview, he or she may primarily hold to the tenets of Roman Catholicism for example, and identify as such, but could also possess ideas from Orthodoxy, Protestantism, and secular humanism, to name only a few. Because of their diversity, worldviews are useful when trying to discern factors that make up a particular perspective when all of those aspects might not be apparent. Out of seven billion people, rarely would two worldviews be exactly the same. Many smaller differences within major common worldviews are minor or negligible. A hazard lies not only in determining the worldview of a particular person, or the government or policy he or she represents, but rather interpreting it correctly through one’s own worldview. Policy is always directly influenced by worldview, and this is much more multi-faceted than most people realize; it is important not to over-generalize. Most discussions treat the theme of worldview like Cyclops; a more accurate depiction would be Argus, the giant of Greek mythology with one hundred eyes.

For example, a news commentator might refer to President Ahmadinejad’s Islamic worldview influencing a particular action. This immediately evokes certain images in a listener’s mind based on his or her own worldview. This is informative as far as it goes, but would it be more descriptive to explain his worldview through an
examination of Shi’ism? Further, is he a Twelver (the largest branch of Shia Islam)?

How is he influenced by internal power politics and the nuances of being a public face of Shia clerics? How has materialism affected his decision-making? What role does Persian history and his international image play? These are all questions that an uncritical generalization of “Islamic Worldview” might leave unanswered.

For another illustration, reflect on American policy and worldviews. Certainly American presidents have shared some form of western worldview, broadly defined. But the policies of Presidents George Washington, Woodrow Wilson, Dwight Eisenhower, Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, G. W. Bush and Barack Obama are different. Which one of these was strongly influenced by his Christian worldview? The answer is all of them, to some degree. Historian Andrew Preston observes that several strands of American foreign policy, as disparate as idealism and apocalyptic messianism to realism, have been influenced by Christian worldview. When examining the influence of a Christian worldview, the surveyor needs to account for such differences as denomination and eschatology, as well as influences of materialism, nationalism, politics, and secularism, to name just a few. Far from being minor, tangential or peripheral connections, these overlooked associations are sometimes pivotal in understanding the underlying values and predilections that drive various policies, or which cause them to come into conflict. Sometimes the effects of the use of power within policy can set a precedent that becomes part of a worldview in its own right. Tony Smith traces the concept of American exceptionalism as the impetus behind “progressive imperialism” from President Wilson to George W. Bush. Smith defines the trend in secular terms as descended from both racism and religion, despite both presidents identifying strongly as
Christians. Worldview examination is helpful in understanding the confluence of religious ideas, but determining all of their nuances within even one person can be demanding. If used as a simpler rubric, it could be misleading; accomplished thoroughly, it can aid in discovering religious associations to policy.

How useful are mental maps in understanding policy? According to Alan Henrikson, a mental map is the “cognitive frame on the basis of which historians of international relations, like diplomats and others who think and act internationally, orient themselves in the world.” The concept is tied to worldview, but includes geospatial cognitive framing, and some form of qualitative judgment. Henrikson claims there are three ways for countries to view themselves spatially: Through careful detailed analysis of cartographic traditions (if one’s country is in the center of the map, it is indicative), to study the geographical content of their language (words like “heartland,” “domino,” and “another Vietnam”), and finally, to travel through other countries and see the land for oneself. A population in Russia, land-locked on several sides and often invaded, might develop a natural propensity to feel insecure, for example. This adds another worthy dimension to the worldview discussion.

Values and interests are often used to either justify or understand policy. Values are ideals, customs and institutions for which society maintains a regard; an object or quality desirable as a means in and of itself. National values are those which manifest themselves collectively in a nation’s society. Interests are that “which is deemed by a particular state (actor) to be a…desirable goal.” National interests are those values for which a country is willing to use an instrument of power, diplomatic, informational, military, economic or legal. Though not necessarily always linear in causation, religion
generally informs ethical systems, which enlighten values; and depending on the religious-ethical view of the use of power, certain values become interests. Values and interests dictate policy. Depending on the ethical view of the society, power, influence and reputation themselves can be valued as interests, though rarely are they strategically communicated in that manner.

Sometimes this linkage between values and interests is not communicated in a way which facilitates understanding. A good example of this phenomenon is stating that a nation’s values conflict with its interests. In one sense, this is impossible, as interests proceed from values. The United States, by way of example, might value both unrestrained access to energy resources and the democratization of a populace under an oppressive regime, both within the same country. Both are values, and depending on the conditions, might conflict with one another to the point where policy makers might have to choose one over the other. The level of interest, the amount and type of power the U.S. is willing to commit to each, depends on how those values are religiously defined. A simple discussion of values, or how they conflict with interests, without a deeper understanding of the underlying religious motivations, is not descriptive enough to be informative.

Additionally, as opposed to a fairly staggering array of worldviews as described previously, there is a very manageable, finite set of values, particularly in the context of codified national and international values. But allowing for variances in religion and worldviews, what one means when advocating a particular value is uncertain, as the principles derived from a worldview to support that value are legion. What are America’s values, and are their interpretations uniform? What are America’s historic religions, and
how do they inform those values? Its values, and to some extent the underlying religious worldviews, are expressed in a variety of strategic and legal documents, from the Declaration of Independence and Constitution to the various national strategy statements which delineate how we will achieve our policies. Further, there is an abundance of historical records which aid in the understanding of the American interpretation of those values, but interpretations can change over time. Lawmakers in the U.S. question whether the Constitution, infused with values, should be interpreted through the eyes of the original framers, or through more modern, living eyes, ones which see international law in equal standing with the Constitution. Moreover, many of the framers religiously understood man as being born free; created by God and therefore entitled to certain rights. As the Progressive movement developed, these values were re-interpreted through religiously different eyes in ways that are perpetuated today within modern liberalism. Any informative discussion of values must include religious interpretations.

The United States ostensibly values promoting the “general welfare,” for example. How far should U.S. policy makers go in stating and enforcing their goals to accomplish this end? Depending on the religious mindset, this could have several completely different ramifications. It could lead to either a restrained or intrusive foreign policy, depending on all factors and the religious worldview of those wielding power. Another illustration is “freedom;” what it is exactly depends on ideological perspective. Liberty and autonomy, for example, are different constructs, and how Americans have historically viewed the overall principle of freedom has shifted over the years, from an understanding of freedom as liberty, to the idea of freedom as autonomy. Civil
governance systems subtly change as societal ideologies change (as shown, beliefs have direct impacts on laws and policy). As U.S. citizens’ understanding of freedom changes from ‘under’ to ‘from’ governance, for example, the U.S. also slowly transforms from a representative republic or Kantian liberal democracy to a true democracy. According to Plato, this tendency is natural (and subsequently leads to tyranny), a sentiment echoed for different reasons by President John Adams.

National policy is generally not the result of any one person. It is the product of an aggregate worldview composed of the individuals or groups with the predominant influence in the governing body, and is influenced to varying degrees by any and all groups they associate with. The values that remain after dialogue, arguments, discussions, and all the dynamics of human personality become the winner in the ideological battle over policy. Someone’s faith-based agenda wins. During modern U.S. political dialogue, there is a tendency to try and openly restrain religious discourse in favor of neutrality. Often, policy makers appeal to limit the discussion to values and interests. Again, all decisions are moral, and to the winner go all the spoils of national power: domestically—law, judicial interpretation, budgetary decisions and fiscal policy; internationally—instruments of national power which turn those values into interests, depending on how much power nations want to exert in relation to others’ interests. Those who abandon their religious values due to these uninformed petitions unwittingly abandon the argument and cede policy decisions to the religious and ideological values of others. Therefore, as a rubric for understanding policy, an examination of values and interests without religion is not thorough enough.
Understanding policy through the political philosophies of realism or idealism can provide insight, but again, there are limitations. Realism “views international relations primarily through the prism of power,” and liberalism “through the prism of state policy preferences.” In either case, the power afforded for interests and state preferences are both composed of values and interests, which Preston correctly sees as leading directly back to religion. There are other implications as well. Realists consider international law irrelevant due to the lack of ability to enforce it. What are the moral implications of using power simply because others cannot stop it? What are the ethical implications of honoring legal agreements? A realist might answer that the moral implications do not matter—only interests do. That however, is a moral (possibly immoral, depending on the circumstances) answer. Any action taken under this set of criteria has an effect on international legitimacy as well, and that has long-term strategic repercussions.

Another way of evaluating policy is through a power versus restraint construct. This applies to individuals as well as governments. The basic premise is that man, by nature, seeks power, both personally and through state apparatus; and that power is either checked by internal mechanism such as self-restraint due to ethical limits imposed through religious precept, or by governmental structure (checks and balances), or it runs free until or unless checked internationally. Different religions and ideologies offer differing opinions on the nature and necessity of restraint; an obvious example of a lack of restraint is Athens as represented in the Melian Dialogue, in which power is boldly expressed as, “the strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.”
If simpler assessments through values, interests, and political philosophies are insufficient to understand the history of American policy, or to understand policy principles well enough to produce it more effectively in the future, what method should one use? Only a thorough, scholarly review of policy’s religious roots will be adequate.

Examining Policy Through Religious Eyes

It has been said, “culture is religion externalized.” If so, one of the instruments which shapes it is policy. Calling to mind the philosophical relationship between belief and governance, it is obvious that government leads, enforces and influences through policy. Policy can influence at multiple ideological levels simultaneously; in order to comprehend what policy is trying to achieve at its most fundamental level, one must view it through a religious lens. As established, this is meticulous work. An overarching methodology would be difficult to construct; providing guiding principles is more beneficial. Religious roots of policy must be evaluated in light of one’s own worldview, through the worldview of those crafting it, and by the religious principle or principles it advances in its own right. These guidelines not only aid in understanding established policy, but in crafting effective and enduring policy for the future.

To begin, judging policy is invariably and unavoidably accomplished through a personal worldview. For reasons already alluded to, suspending assumptions is not recommended; simply acknowledging them and remaining aware of how one’s own presuppositions might influence judgment is sufficient. In other words, we should not read something into someone else’s policy, but should rather understand it from its own perspective. This is difficult to achieve, and requires familiarity with other religions and their branches of thought. This self-awareness includes the ability, as much as possible,
to recognize non-conformities in our own worldview. As stated previously, worldviews are complicated. They often contain unintentional, subtle religious contradictions that have not been intellectually or consciously resolved. Those involved with policy should repeatedly ask themselves why they believe the way they do in order to reconcile these inconsistencies. Often, for example, a person with a declared atheistic worldview borrows heavily from Christian principles, and vice versa. This can also distort the study of policy, or can inadvertently instill new policy with latent incoherencies that manifest themselves under specific circumstances when enacted later.

Policy is also judged through the study of the religious worldviews of others. To narrow the focus, it is important to discern who made the policy—who the influential actors were, and what influence they had on it. Once this is known with any degree of certainty, all of the religious influences are important. What are the religions that influenced their worldviews, from childhood to adult associations? Are denominations or sects involved? Did any of the main policy makers ever receive influence from prominent religious leaders or fringe groups, and if so, what was the relationship’s quality and duration? This is more difficult to ascertain than delving into one’s own worldview. Some practical methods of accomplishing this include reviewing policy statements, speeches, or voting records, investigating college papers and theses, and researching professional affiliations, pastors and friends, to name a few. If policy is based on a U.S. interest, what value originated the interest, and how does their worldview define it? From their perspective, is man basically good or bad, how is that defined, and is government generally the problem or the solution? Is man restrained
moral or ethically in any way? How does religion inform their understanding of end times or the role of God in government?

Finally, a thorough study of the specific policy principles (either enacted or proposed) must be accomplished. Again, policy usually affects multiple ideological levels at the same time, from pragmatic, to political, to economic, to religious. One must continue to aggressively ask “why?” in order to uncover them. If policy is a religious act in the political realm, an executive agent of religion, what is it trying to accomplish? Who or what is it directed against, or what behavior is it trying to influence? If the underlying principle is identifiable, what is the historical taxonomy of that thread of thought? How justifiable is it, and what justifies it—theistic mandate or relativism? Discover where different values may share religious principles with which to connect and engender trust. Places to look for these include any religions with shared histories. As the U.S. transitions to a more secular society, this could create difficulties in crafting effective Middle Eastern foreign policy, as Islamic monotheist principles have more in common with Christian monotheist principles than with secular humanist, atheistic ones. Where are the latent inconsistencies? All of this presupposes a solid background in religious studies, comparative religions, worldviews and ethics.

Why is this necessary? As established, policy is faith-based governmental intent based on religious principles, principles which vie for influence in such arenas as the mind, public debate, and if taken too far, the battlefield. Knowing there is inadequate scholarship, students of policy must begin rigorously dedicating themselves to filling the educational void in the discipline of religion and policy. Policy makers, knowing that religion plays the most fundamental role in policy can start including it more robustly in
their decision-making. Additionally, realizing that it is inescapably part of all policy discussion, avowedly religious policy makers can more confidently defend their policy positions without fearing they will have to cede their arguments to secularism on false pretenses.

American society is changing. According to the Heritage foundation, 67% of Americans now depend on some form of federal entitlement, at the same time the percentage of citizens paying taxes, roughly 50%, is at an all time low. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner testified that U.S. entitlement spending is unsustainable. Additionally, continued deficit spending, over $1 trillion for the fourth straight year, is the prime contributor to our burgeoning national debt, which was described by the previous Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as our top national security threat. All of these consequences are the result of policies, enacted during an era when the number of people identifying as Christians, particularly among the elite, is in marked decline. If Henry van Til and Paul Tillich are correct, then there is a direct relationship between these events and the religious outlook of the policy makers driving them, an outlook with national security implications. Policy makers can use the guidelines provided here to probe all the religious ramifications of policy to produce policy that is beneficial to American national security, policy that is effective and enduring.

Conclusion

Every person is a proponent of some fundamental system; ideologies reside in humans, after all. No one is unbiased, and “few human imperatives are as fundamental as the religious.” This does not mean that someone’s opinion cannot change (based on reasonable argument, emotion, etc.), or that there are people who are in many ways
agnostic, either willing to question or accepting of others’ views. It does mean that their minds change from another established position; they never change from neutral. This paper is written with a position, hopefully not abusively, but dogmatic nonetheless. And every reader will read it from a position as well; no exceptions. The same holds true in matters of policy. No one sits at the policy table with a neutral suitcase of facts; otherwise they would be useless. They sit with a position. And all, whether a proponent of liberal internationalism, realist, or neoconservative approaches, one must contend with this truth.

Finally, this essay is not intended as an intellectual foray to sit on a shelf; it is for leaders and policy makers. A lack of awareness of the philosophical truths of governance often leads to the ceding of policy decisions to those who understand. While there are many ways and constructs under which to conceive, understand and judge policy, understanding religion is the cornerstone. The inevitable fact is that ultimately, public policy is always faith-based, with a moral intent. The question is, whose morals will it represent? Understanding this concept is vital because policy is religious, religion is exclusive, and culture is religion externalized, influenced in large measure by policy. Prepared by this knowledge, policy makers can ensure American national security by deliberately designing policy that is philosophically coherent and stable. In the final analysis, lex orandi, lex credendi rings true. How we “pray” is ultimately who we worship (a god or ourselves), and how we believe. Everything else, individually and collectively, flows from this decision.
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